Effect of temperature history on the freeze-thawing process and activity of LDH formulations.
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of freeze-thawing processes with different temperature histories on thermal transformations and on protein activity of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) formulations. Polyethylene glycol (PEG 6000) and maltodextrin were used as cryoprotectants. The thermal characterization was made by oscillating DSC (ODSC). LDH activity assays were performed spectrophotometrically. The crystallization of the solutions and the melting of the frozen samples occurred at fairly constant heat of crystallisation and heat of fusion values and temperatures. The main difference between the two investigated temperature cycles was an exothermic peak at -45 degrees C, which might reflect the transition between the cubic and hexagonal ice structures. When PEG was added to the system an additional endothermic peak appeared at -15 degrees C in the heating program. It was transformed into the shape of a glass transition at the same temperature when the heating rate was increased. The degree of crystallinity of the samples was evaluated as the quota between the Cp component of heat of transformation and the total heat of transformation values. Only minor differences between the two temperature histories and between the samples were observed. The cp component of the melting endotherm revealed a complex melting process with two overlapping endothermic transformations. The good protein protecting ability of PEG obtained when cooling and heating rate was low, was greatly reduced with increasing rate. The addition of maltodextrin to PEG-containing solutions lowered the activity recovery. The endothermic transformation of a PEG-ice structure at -15 degrees C in the heating process is strongly correlated to the protective ability of PEG 6000 in the freeze-thawing process of LDH. To obtain the highest protein activity after the freeze-thawing process, the formulation shall be transformed by a low cooling and heating rate. The crystallinity of the system melting at about 2 degrees C is independent of temperature history. The cp component of the melting endotherm, however, shows a complex transformation, where two phases of different crystallinity and stability might be involved.